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He possesses good associative

resources, becoming an ideal player to

advance on the sides through inside

and outside movements, as well as

passing short and moving into space.

He stablishes socio-affective

relationships and his mobility generates

superiorities in attack, which allows him

to dynamize situations and find out

spaces to finish.

He has good defensive reading of play,

watching out his environment and

markers to know how and when

defend. In addition, he makes good

decisions when intercepting and

making clearances. He is not a player

who looks for to be exposed, but

controls his movements very well to

avoid be overcome.

He has an especial tend to play inside,

which allows him to switch direction

when driving the ball and facing

offensive 1v1 duels in the associative

circuit. He can go forward by inside to

after play inside and outside unmarks

in behind of the defenders. Also, he

frequently drives the ball to the middle,

attracting players and turning around

to decongest the sides.

SHORT ASSOCIATION CLEARANCES AND INTERCEPTIONS INSIDE PLAY



Every time he got chances, he connects

with a player in between lines or being

free, showing a good quantity of ideal

mechanical progressive passes (he just

needs short time and space to make

them). His gestures make him

unpredictable (his rivals do not identify

his intention easy). He often

accompanies the plays to be part of

them and dynamize the circuit.

He is an aggressive player to mark on

rivals, mostly when they are receiving

with his back to the goal. However, he

avoids to make careless fouls and

make premature decisions to lose his

back. He does not use his arms to

control the rival, but he positions his

low body to prevent a turn from the

rival and make him lose possession.

He has good crossing concepts, having

predilection by exploding the grid

number 15 when going forward,

crossing and finding out best and

possibilities of shooting. This type of

crosses is more difficult to read by the

goalkeeper. His crosses are classic and

with inside spin. He can also cross with

no space and hit it flat to find out a

shooter into the box.

PROGRESSIVE PASSES AGGRESSIVENESS CROSSES
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